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necessitates the production of very bright electron beams. 
In order to generate electron bunches suitable for both 

purposes, the use of a 
4 

hotocathode RF gun is regarded as an 
adequate solution. Wit m this context, we started mvesti atin 
possible performance of a 

F 
similar to that installed at eSEti 

m the CLIC Test Eacility [ 1. It consists of a cylindrical l/2 + 1 
cell RF cavity operated at 3 GHz in a TM010 x- mode. The 
results of beam dynamics simulations in such a gun were 
previously reported [3,4]. These predicted beam characteristics 
then served as input data for the optimisation of a single . p.=s 
FEL amplifier operated in the so-called Self Amp11 ied 
Spontaneous Emission mode [S]. A summary of this study is 
presental here. 

The principle of the SASE FEL [6,7] is based on the 
constructive interference between a bunch of electrons and a 

2. ELECTRON BEAM CHARACTFRISTICS 
For our FEL optimisation, we will assume that the 

electron bunches are produced by a photocathode RF gun 
similar to that used at CERN in the CI’F. Beam dynamic 
simulations inside the gun were 

I!? 
formed [3,4] by means of the 

particle tracking code PARME A [lo]. The graph in figure 1 
shows the computed normalised emittance versus peak current 
at the gun exit. For the relativistic and cylindrically symmetric 
Gaussian bunches of electrons considered here, the normalised 
RMS emittance is defined as : E, = yor os , where y is the 
Lorentz factor, a,and as are the RMS bunch radius and 
divergence. The characteristics of the bunches emitted off the 
photocathode were adjusted as follows: 

- Initial phase l , #c = 6 degrees; 
- RMS bunch radius, on, = 3 mm; 
- RMS bunch duration, ub = 2 ps. 

. The initial phase is the RF phase at the time the electron bunch 
center leaves the photocathode. 

‘* The peak current density is defined as /= f /(2x$), where 
f=q/$iTu, isthepeakcurrent. 

’ For a helical undulator, B, - Bppt: for a linear one B, - EM/ fi. 

The bunch charge was varied within 0 < qe < 1 nC, so as 
the peak current density H off the hotocathode would not 
exceed 750 A/cm2. For the field of 1 &I MV/m, the final value 
of y was found to be around 8 and the relative energy spread 
below 0.5%. 

Setting the initial phase to a small value foe = 6 degrees) 
results in a si nificant bunch length compression in the gun. 
~~h~i~aCIDfcRarge,final~kNrrentsupto~A,fourtlmn 

are t us obtained in 0.6 mm (4~) long 
bunches; the corrzponding normalised RMS emittance is 
20 mm.mrad. As shown in figure 1, lower values of emittance 
are achieved at the expense of reduced charges per bunch and 
lower peak currents. 

These particular initial conditions were found to be 
optimum with regards to the ratio of the peak current to 
normalized emittance. However, with less emphasis on the 
emittance performance, much higher charges in longer bunches 
could be easily produced, when necessa 
experimental results obtained at CERN 

7. Cornsu:ed and first 
31, ten to prove that 

one order of magnitude larger charges (qc > 10 nC) can be 
extracted off a CsI photocathode and fully transferred to the 

H” 
n exit. Typical1 

t 
one should be able to achieve the same 

evels of final pea current (up to 800 A) in 1 cm (40) lon 
bunches, with a normalised emittance of about 100 mm.mra % 
and a relative energy spread around 1%. 
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~ipre I : h’omalised mittance ~er.ws peak current at tltr pm er~t, 
computed with PARMEIA. 

3. YNDUUTQR CHARACT- 
The undulator is character&d by its period length, & and 

its dimensionless potential vector 
eb K=- = 0.934 B”[T) J&ml (1) 

% m-3 c 
where w, = tic / ;I,, Bn is the RMS value of the magnetic 

field on the undulator axis ‘, c is the velocity of light, e and Q, 
the electron charge and rest mass. T ical undulator 

P 
arameters for FEL applications are 0.3 < w 

engths of a few centimetres and B, c 1 Tesla. 
< 3, with period 

Helical and linear undulators naturally provide 
transverse focusing of the beam. The helical undulator focuses 
equally in both transverse directions and the wavelength of the 
natural betatron oscillation is 

9” = JzY;tclK. (2, 
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A conventional linear undulator focuses onlv in the 
direction of the ma netic field (perpendicular to th> 
plane). Focusing in t e other direction usually is achiev % 
addmg a yuadrurle corn? nent to the field orb shapin the 
magnet po es wit parabo ~ccurvature [ll]. With 0th met E: a ods 
it is possible to obtain equal focusing in the two directions and 
a beiatron wavelen 

In these con 8 
h again given by (2). 

itions, a cylindrically symmetric bunch, 
matched to the undulator, will approximate1 conserve its 
initial radius and therefore its current density. TL 1s is achieved 
when the beam envelope at the undulator entrance has a waist 
with : aif= E,,;lpu/zlr/= E&/&K K. (3) 

At high beam energy, dp~ tends to be very large, liiiting the 
value of p. It is then convenient to provide additional focusin 
inside the undulator @a< ;lpu 1 in order to improve the FE & 
efficiency. This is not relevant for the energy range considered 
here (8 < y< 400). Within these limits, the conditton + = $ is 
quite appropriate and we will assume that it is fulfilled. 

In the SASE regime, the two basic elements which define 
4.- 

the FEL system areThe injected beam and the undulator. Their 
characteristics will fully determine the properties of the 
radiated wave. 

The wavelength of the radiation, I is given by the FEL 
synchronism condition: 

A=$(l+K2). 
Another fundamental q~&ntity is the FEL dimensionless 

parameter 

“.(&-ygy$-t (5) 

where IA = 17000 A and I is the electron p&k current; for a 
helical undulator G = 1 while for a linear one G = J,rQ - Jlfo, 
where C = K ’ / 2 (l+K ‘1 and the ] ‘s are Bessel functions 
(05<C<l); 

Accordin 
effects), the I4 

to the 1-D theory (cold beam and no diffraction 
L performance can be expressed in terms of p . 

The radiated power 
undulator with a ( c - fol ds 

rows exponentially through the 
mg) gain length 

4; =;tc/(4&4J~; (6) 
it saturates in a path length 

bat=&JtlP - Zk, (7) 
at a power level 

Psat=pPbBpn, (8) 
where&.,,, = 1EJe andE=ym,c2isthebeamenergyineV. 

The 1-D theory remains a good approximation for a real 
beam with.non-zeroemittance.and eneT;g;re& provided that 
the followmg addittonal conditions are 

a) r~ = 2uE / p 5 1 
bandwidth), 

(energy spread less than the gain 

b) r2 = 47~ sn / A7 I 1 (emittance matching of the 
electronic and optical beams), 

c) r3 = L Lc / xur 2 
diffraction effects); 

5 1 (optical guiding and negligible 

UE is the relative energy spread of the beam. 
If the preceding conditions are not all satisfied, the FEL 

efficiency is less than 
Introducing the g 

redicted by the 1-D theory. 

one finally obtains: 
unch-undulator matching condition (3), 

and the 1-D limits can now be rewritten: 

(9) 

b’) 
4ZE r; = --$= (,y$;,* 51; 

c’) r3 = +3.6( 71;;;2r;l”Sl* 

Furthermore, combining ‘b’) with c’l, one gets: 

bc’) 

The last relationYbc0 gives, for a fixed ener 
!-iT ,the currcnt threshold below which the 1-D conditions b’) an c) cannot be 

both satisfied. 

limited by condition b’) on the emittance. This finally leads to 

At low energy and consequently long radiation 
wavelength, the most critical limitation comes from condition 
c’): maintaining the diffraction effects at reasonable level 
requires a short gain len 
bunch radius large enou 
wave. On the other side, 

severe constraints on the current: from b-c’), one finds ihat about 
3 kA are needed for a yof 8 (E - 4 MeV). At such a low 
electron beam energy, the emittance requirements (~2 - 1) are 
relatively modest. It should be noted that an excessively small 
emittance (r;! < 1) would tend to increase the current threshold. 

At high eti~w, the situation is somewhat inverted: while 
the current requirements are relaxed, the production of short 
radiation wavelengths imposes severe constraints on the 
emktana2 

The amplification-saturation process reviousl described 
is known as the steady state regime o the hlg gain FJZL P 4 
amplifier. This theory holds provided that the bunchproperly 
overla 
Yet, t I! 

s the radiated pulse along the entire interaction path. 
e resonance condition requires the path difference 

between the bunch and the radiated pulse, over an undulator 
period, to be equal to the radiation wavelength and, 
consequently, the slippage length, accumulated over the N, 
periods of the undulator, to be S = N,, A Therefore, the steady 
state theor 
condition t t 

considered so far, will only ap 
at the slippage is much shorter t I! 

ly under the 
an the bunch 

length (S <c&J. - - - 
In the op osite case, when the bunch is shorter than the 

slippage lengt R , one enters different regimes, so-called “weak 
and strong superradiance” [8,9]. 

5.V 
In our preliminary estimates of possible SASE FIX’s, we 

used the followin 
- the electron % 

assumptions : 
unches are yerated by a photocathode gun 

as des+bed be-fore and t e beam quality (peak current, 

IS reserved after accelerahon throug t e LINAC up to 
zrnahsed emittance, absqlute ene’gK spread) essentially 

- 100 MeV; 
- the electron beam dimensions are welI matched to the 

undulator and G = 1; 
- the conditions are such (rl - r2 - r3 = 1) that the 1-D 

theory can be applied. 
5.1 jnfrs-Red F/X 150 MeV < F < 100 MeV] 

In table l-a, are listed typical working conditions of 
Dossible SASE FEL’s at electron beam enerev around 50 and 
100 MeV. The results were obtained with”ihe short bunch 

about 60 MW of peak power are expected from uite realistic 
undulator parameters (;L, m 2.5 cm, BU - 0.3 9 and a total 
length of 5 - i0 m). 

The two other columns show that the FEL efficiencv can 
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I 
1 bi 1 300. 1 800. 1 200. 1 800. 1 800. 1 800. 
c rrmi I 11. I 2u. I 9. 20. 1 150. I 100. 

. u I rr,, . . ..- , -. . -.. , . . . 
-PL -4 

LCuml 1.4 25 0.57 1.2 .-. .-. 
~,Jrn] 60. 375. 65. 585. 1 loo ~_. l loo .--. 

I 

Pm 0.4 0.94 0.32 0.7: 3 I 3 *. I I R -. 

‘I (1. (1. (1. (1. 1 (.35 1 (.35 
I i 1 1 I 7 I . 

r2 I. 1 1. I. . . 5 1. 1 0.84 1. 0.76 11; 1:; 
SlmlJl 0.36 1 0.27 0.18 0.17 8.5 5.6 , 

m: typical SASE FEL. operating conditions; r) E = 50 and 100 MeV; b) E = 4 h4eV 

Within this energy range, the electron beam emittance is 
essentially the limitin factor for generatin 

A further acce eration up to 200 B %4 
short wavelengths. 
eV would make 

possible the 
domain (Am 8 

reduction of wavelengths down to the VUV 
.1 pm); however, this would require much longer 

undulators (l&t I 2.5 ml. 
5.2&&E&&~~EneravFl fF 4MeV)I = 

Table l-b shows examples of FEL using the electron beam 
at the exit of the gun (E - 
obtained in applym 

4 MeV). These results were again 

were not fully satis 4 
the 1-D theory, although the conditions 
ed (‘3 - 1.7). At such a low energy, the 

limitation does not come from the emittance an more but from 
the current, Precise estimates would require 5D simulations. 
however, the FEL efficiency should not be affected too 
dramat;ically. Thus, we anticipated. tpllr 100 MW of peak 
power m the 150 - 250 m range wit undu ators shorter than 
a meter. 

These estimates will be ap roximately correct if the 
bunches will be long enough (Lb > P cm), so that the propagation 
effects remain insi ’ 

f? 
cant. Producing the same peak current in 

shorter bunches s ould make possible the observation of the 
super-radiant re ’ 

8” 
es. 

Realising t e electron beam-to-undulator matching at low 

=-xl the f% 
might be an issue since this requires very small values of 
nmon at the undulator entrance (8nb < 10 cm). 

6.Concluslons 
A photocathode RF gun similar to that used at CERN in the 
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